










Passage to the limit








Passage to the limit









fn dx = 1 but since lim
n→∞ fn = 0 we cannot interchange












Beppo Levi Theorem (monotone convergence)
Let E ∈ A and (fn) a sequence of measurable functions such that for
any x ∈ E















Remark. If fn is decreasing Levi’s theorem does not hold.
In fact take fn(x) =
1
n
for any x ∈ R in such way for any n ∈ N∫ ∞
−∞
fn(x) dx =∞




Given a C∞ function f(x) we say that is real analytic in the interval
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It is an immediate consequence of Beppo Levi theorem
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Example. Evaluate ∫ 1
0
lnx
x2 − 1 dx
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Example. Evaluate ∫ 1
0
lnx
x2 − 1 dx














then use Levi’s theorem∫ 1
0
lnx












Integrating by parts yields∫ 1
0

















Integrating by parts yields∫ 1
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Integrating by parts yields∫ 1
0


















so that considering (L), we can write∫ 1
0
lnx












































































Per il teorema della convergenza monotona e` lecito scambiare l’integrale
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= 4(1− ln 2)
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= 4(1− ln 2)















= 4(1− ln 2)















































































e−bx − e−ax] dx
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e−bx − e−ax] e−x
1− e−x dx





















































































































Costas Efthimiou: Finding exact values for infinite sums Mathematics




Given a measure space (X,A, µ) and (fn)n sequence of measurable
functions such that
lim
n→∞ fn(x) = f(x)
If there exists a nonnegative summable g ∈ L(X) such that for any












































































































Consider, for x ∈ [1,+∞), hn(x) = n
1 + nx
. It is a decreasing














Consider, for x ∈ [1,+∞), hn(x) = n
1 + nx
. It is a decreasing
function of x in x ∈ [1,∞) since h′n(x) = −
n2
(1 + nx)2




















so that ∣∣∣∣ ne−nx1 + nx
∣∣∣∣ < e−nx ≤ e−x
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so that ∣∣∣∣ ne−nx1 + nx
∣∣∣∣ < e−nx ≤ e−x
In such a way we can use Dominated convergence theorem
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so that ∣∣∣∣ ne−nx1 + nx
∣∣∣∣ < e−nx ≤ e−x





















so that ∣∣∣∣ ne−nx1 + nx
∣∣∣∣ < e−nx ≤ e−x





















La successione di funzioni (fn) definita su di un intervallo I converge
uniformemente alla funzione f su I se
lim
n→∞ supx∈I




La successione di funzioni (fn) definita su di un intervallo I converge
uniformemente alla funzione f su I se
lim
n→∞ supx∈I
|fn(x)− f(x)| = 0
Teorema Se la successione di funzioni (fn) converge uniformemente











Differentiation under the integral sign
If [α, β], ]a, b[⊂ R and f :]a, b[×[α, β]→ R verifies
(i) for any x ∈]a, b[ function t 7→ f(x, t) is summable in [α, β]
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Differentiation under the integral sign
If [α, β], ]a, b[⊂ R and f :]a, b[×[α, β]→ R verifies
(i) for any x ∈]a, b[ function t 7→ f(x, t) is summable in [α, β]
(ii) for almost any t ∈ [α, β] function x 7→ f(x, t) is differentiable in
]a, b[
(iii) for any x ∈]a, b[ and for almost any t ∈ [α, β] there exists g


























E` utile anche questa versione del teorema:
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E` utile anche questa versione del teorema:




esiste ed continua su [a, b]× [α, β] allora la funzione
F (x) :=
∫ β
α
f(x, t) dt
e` derivabile e
F ′(x) =
∫ β
α
∂f
∂x
(x, t) dt
